
BREATHER ADAPTER KITS.

OilSafe® Breather Adapter Kits allow breathers to be installed on any drum or storage 
tank,  hydraulic fluid tank or reservoir, and gearbox. To prevent contamination, oil can be 
pumped in or out of equipment without opening it to the atmosphere.
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Adapter Kits are available in a dark gray color and configured with Colorized Quick 
Connects* available in 10 familiar OilSafe colors or silver, no Quick Connects or Iso-b 
Quick Connects.

DRUM ADAPTER KIT
Drum Adapter Kits allow breathers to be installed on any storage tank or drum; there's 
never been a cleaner, more effective way to store, filter and pump lubricants from a drum. 
Its unique design ensures all fluid handling is managed through one adapter. Anodized 
aluminum adapters have colorized quick connects for pumping oil in and out of drum. 
Single-port access to the oil reduces contamination as drum remains closed. Offline 
filtration units easily connect to adapter without ever disrupting the performance of the 
breather.

HYDRAULIC RESERVOIR ADAPTER KIT
Hydraulic Reservoir Adapter Kits allow breathers to be installed on any hydraulic fluid 
tank or reservoir. Anodized aluminum adapters have colorized quick connects for 
pumping oil in and out, allowing the system to remain closed at all times and dramatically 
reducing contamination while improving oil-handling safety. Offline filtration units easily 
connect to adapter without ever disrupting the performance of the breather or opening 
the tank.

• DOMED FLANGE ADAPTER
Domed Flange Adapters provide a low profile yet rugged 
way to mount a 1" NPT breather to a hydraulic reservoir. 
Adapter includes a six hole ANSI pattern gasket and 
fasteners for perfect replacement of the bayonet flange and 
vent cap. The beveled surface directs spills and contaminants 
away from the opening.

GEARBOX ADAPTER KIT
Gearbox Adapter Kits allow breathers to be installed on any gearbox. Anodized 
aluminum adapters have colorized quick connects available in three sizes for pumping oil 
in and out without opening the gearbox to atmosphere. Offline filtration, oil changes and 
sampling can be handled through the adapter. They are a faster, simpler and cleaner way 
to handle gear oils and reduce ingression.

*Colorized Quick Connects have been inspected to ensure anodized colors are within OilSafe color 
spectrum scope. Color and shade can vary on anodized components, this will not impact 
performance of product.
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Adapter Kit Part # Configuration:
Adapter Styles

Drum Adapter = 960
Hydraulic Reservoir Adapter = 961
Gearbox Adapter = 962

+ Quick Connect Size
(Only for Gearbox Adapter - 962)
1   = 1"
12 = 1/2"
34 = 3/4"

+ Quick Connect Color
BG  =  Beige  PL  =  Purple
BK  =  Black  RD =  Red
BL  =  Blue  SL  =  Silver
DG =  Dark Green  YL  =  Yellow
GY =  Grey  ISO =  No Color (iso-b)
MG =  Mid Green  NQ =  No Connect
OR =  Orange

+ Quick Connect Type
(Do not add if NQ picked for Quick Connect Color)
M   =  Male
MF =  Male & Female
(EXAMPLE: 960BGM - Drum Adapter, Beige, Male)
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